
Teacher words per minute in ranges listed above contribute to 
improved student outcomes by:

Teacher Words Per Minute
Related to Sibme AI Reports

The purpose of this document is to support basic understanding and reflection related to the corresponding report. 

The appropriate speech rate for classroom instruction can depend on various factors, 
including the age of the students, the subject matter, and the educational context.

Research suggests that the optimal speech rate for 
instruction is around:

It's essential to consider the specific needs of students and the 
context of the instruction. For younger students or those with different 
language backgrounds, a slightly slower pace may be more 
appropriate. Additionally, it's crucial for teachers to be aware of their 
students' feedback and adapt their speech rate as necessary to ensure 
effective communication and learning outcomes in the classroom.

• Allowing students to follow along with the material and decode text effectively.
• Allowing students to process and integrate new information.
• Empowering students to better engage in meaningful class discussions.
• Improving student comprehension and retention.

125-150
for younger students or 

English language 
learners

140-160
for older students

http://help.sibme.com/en/articles/8346365-related-research-ai-reports


Strategies to Lower Rate of Speech and Improve Student Learning:

• Practice purposeful pauses between key points and integrate reflective 
questions.

• Break instruction into small, manageable chunks and check for 
understanding before moving on.

• Integrate visual aids and organizers for both presenting information and 
student note taking.

• Incorporate active engagement and interaction in lessons, such as 
discussions, movement, and verbal and physical responses.

1. How does the teacher's rate of speech impact the students' 
understanding of the lesson? 

2. Are the students actively engaged when the teacher is speaking or 
does the teacher's speed make it hard for them to follow along?

3. Is there any prior feedback from students or others about the 
teacher's rate of speech that should be considered with the teacher 
Words Per Minute AI report?

4. Does the teacher include pauses to check for understanding, 
questions, and/or processing time?

5. How adaptable is the teacher to changing their rate of speech 
based on the teaching style or comprehension level of the 
students?

6. How is the teacher's rate of speech impacting the flow and depth of 
the class discussion?

Here are some questions to consider when reflecting 
on teacher words per minute.

Remember that while AI can provide valuable insights and support, it should not replace the 
expertise and judgment of educators. The AI report should be viewed as a tool to augment and 
inform instructional decision-making rather than as a substitute for human analysis and 
understanding.

FIND ADDITIONAL
AI COMPANION RESOURCES

ttps://love.sibme.com/ai-resources

